
Southwest Airlines And Pilot
Union Reach Tentative
Agreement

Southwest Airlines Co. announced that it
has reached a tentative agreement (TA)
on the terms of a new contract for its
Pilots.

Read more

Thai Airways International
Becomes New Operator of the
A350 XWB

THAI has become the eighth operator of
the A350 XWB, following the delivery of
the first of 12 aircraft set to join the
carrier’s fleet.

Read more

Airbus Delivers the Americas’
First A320neo to LATAM
Airlines Group

LATAM Airlines Group took delivery of its
first A320neo – showcasing its white,
indigo and coral livery and powered by
Pratt & Whitney Pure Power PW1100-JM
engines.

UPS Pilots Ratify New Labour
Contract

UPS pilots represented by the
Independent Pilots Association ratified a
new labor agreement that becomes
amendable Sept. 1, 2021.

Read more
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Read more

ASL & JetNetherlands Add First
Phenom 100 Under New EASA
Requirements

Belgium and Netherlands’ based ASL and
JetNetherlands welcome an Embraer
Phenom 100 to their growing fleet.

Read more

Bombardier Completes over 75
120-Month Inspections on
Global Aircraft

Bombardier Business Aircraft announced
its Service Centre Network has now
completed over 75 120-month heavy
inspections on Global business jets.

Read more

BOC Aviation Places Orders for
Five A321ceo Aircraft

BOC Aviation has placed a firm order for
five more A321 aircraft in addition to an
order announced in January for 30 A320
Family.

Read more

Third Embraer E190-E2 Joins
Flight Test Program

The third of four Embraer E190-E2 flight
test aircraft has flown for the first time,
the Brazilian manufacturer confirmed.

Read more
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Alexandre de Juniac Takes the Reins at IATA

The International Air Transport Association (IATA) announced that Alexandre de Juniac
has officially taken on the role of Director General and CEO of the organization.

Read more

ANA Cancellations Continue as 787 Engines Replaced

ANA has started removing some Boeing 787 Dreamliners from service for engine
replacement and repair after finding faults on some of its Rolls-Royce engines.

Read more
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PEMCO Engineering Launches
New Services to Support Its
Customers

PEMCO engineering has announced the
addition of new services to support its
PEMCO-converted aircraft operators and
MRO customers.

Read more

Semmco Appoints FL Technics
as Their Distribution Partner

FL Technics signed a cooperation
agreement with Semmco, a UK-based
manufacturer of ground support
equipment and aviation access platforms.

Read more

First Scheduled U.S. Flight in Over 50 Years Lands in Cuba

U.S. Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx has arrived in Cuba on the first scheduled
flight to the island in over 50 years, a JetBlue Airways flight from Fort Lauderdale to
Santa Clara.

Read more
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Russia Lifts Ban on Chartered
Flights to Turkey

Russia’s Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev
signed an order to lift the ban for
chartered flights between Russia and
Turkey. 

Read more

Cessna Signs an Agreement
with Pan Am International
Flight Academy

Cessna Aircraft Compan announced that
it has signed a multi-year agreement with
Pan Am International Flight Academy.

Read more

India to Invest Over $300 mln in
Logistics Center for Su-30MKI
Parts

India intends to invest more than $300
million in the creation with Russia’s
assistance of a logistics center of spare
parts for Su-30MKI.

Read more

Two Russian Superjet-100
Planes Enter Service with Thai
Air Force

Two Russian Sukhoi Superjet-100 (SSJ-
100) airliners manufactured in their VIP
modification have entered service with
the Thai Air Force.

Read more
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Turbulence Injures 16 Passengers on Flight from Houston to
London

A flight from Houston to London was forced to make an emergency landing in Ireland due
to  severe turbulence. Sixteen people have been hospitalized: fourteen passengers and
two crew members.

Read more
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